As a rule, they are all present, but now and again one or more may be absent.
Until lately the cornea has been considered a structure per se, distinct from the tissues surrounding it, and set in the sclerotic as a watch-glass in its frame: that this view was erroneous was pointed out first by Schwann, but was by no means soon acknowledged.
I believe that some do not as yet adopt it, though it is very easily shown by a vertical section through the apparent junction of the cornea and sclerotic, when the rounded, confusedly interlaced bundles of the latter, with its irregular, stellate, corpuscular elements, will be seen disentangling themselves, becoming by degrees flattened, ribbon-like and tolerably parallel, the corpuscles elongating or rather becoming also flattened, and so in a vertical section showing only, or little more than, their edges. From their lying between the bundles in the cornea they appear in more or less continuous rows.
The relation between the cornea and sclerotic, as far as their optical properties are concerned, is just the same as between the transparent and opaque " troubled" varieties of rock crystal : in each transparency is due to the free transmission of light, in each an arrangement of the component particles, causing reflection irregularly in the substance, and so preventing free passage to light These often present a very interlaced and undulating appearance; this is to some extent a natural arrangement, but often it is greatly increased during the preparation of the section.
This last occurrence appears to me to depend on three things: first, the cornea is part of a hollow sphere, with its parts arranged so as to have equal tension through its entire thickness in that form; when therefore the whole cornea is dried flat on a piece of glass, for the purpose of cutting sections, the outer layers will be relaxed, compared to the inner, and would naturally become wavy, as much as permitted by their attachments. In proof of this, when a third or a quarter only of the cornea is dried, the tension on the posterior layers being taken off, the anterior are allowed more liberty, and when cut into sections, there is generally less waving than in sections cut from the entire cornea.
Secondly, a blunt knife by cutting unequally may also produce it. Thirdly, if His states that he has seen it in man, the ox, the sheep, the pig, the rabbit, and the guinea-pig, but not in the horse, goat, dog, or cat.
decomposed, and that many were resolved into the same yellow-brown fat globules as I had seen in the sections. On looking again at the sections, after some trouble I found two or three distinct "nerve- Vertical section of the cornea of human foetus of the fourth month. Vertical section of adult human cornea. Vertical section of the cornea of horse, showing numerous fine short processes passing from the corpuscles into the neighbouring tissue: also the curious wrinkling of the bundles in this animal. At a is seen a lymphatic without any included capillary, but with a great number of lymph corpuscles in it ; these are aggregated very much at b, indicating very probably the place of a valve. The middle portion of the cornea is seen to contain but few corpuscles. Vascular network from the edge of the cornea of the pigeon, showing the 'investing lymphatic. At a is seen a loop, the top of which is out of focus, and so only the section of the capillary is to be seen. PLATE V. A cell with no dark-bordered fibre, the trunk of fine fibres is seen loosely twisted, and one fibre separates itself immediately from the trunk, and at a begins to form its terminal plexus. 
